Abstract-In order to decrease the influence of failure occurred in the distribution network, and improve the reliability, this paper proposes a design of the distribution network firewall protection terminal. S tatements are described in detail, including the overall architecture of the system, the communication protocol, the systematic workflow, and distribution network topology analysis, as well as fault location algorithm. The firewall is applied to "hand in hand" circular distribution network to analyze faults. The firewall which uses STM32F417 as the core has been successfully applied to somewhere, until now it has shown the advantages of stable operation and superior performance, finally demonstrated the effectiveness of the firewall terminal.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of smart grid [1] , the State Grid Corporation has made it clear that transmission, substation, distribution, consumption, scheduling and other aspects of intelligent building should be carried out [2, 3] . In this situation, this paper studies on links in the intelligent distribution network [4] . The proposed distribution network firewall is a device to isolate faults in the distribution network, decreasing the number of trips of substation outlet switches and ensuring the operational reliability of the distribution network. Protection of distribution network firewall network is based on the high-speed fiber-optic Ethernet communication, co mbined with precise electronic and informat ion technology, and advanced protection technology [5, 6] . By analyzing the distribution network topology, the trip node and the backup node can be positioned, and then some operations would be performed to handle the problem. The purpose of reducing the fault spreading range is achieved by this way..
II. OVERALL ST RUCT URE
The overall structure of the distribution network firewall protection terminal is shown in Fig. 1 . Figures indicate the data stream, specifically 0 represents the data stream of system log module, 1 represents the data stream of the FRAM, 2 represents the data stream of the FLASH, 3 represents the data stream of the USB, 4 represents the data stream of the SD card, 5 represents the data stream of the RTC, 6 represents the data stream of the temperature module, 7 represents the data stream of the GPRS module, 8 represents the data stream of the serial debugging module, 9 represents the data stream of the Bluetooth module, 10 represents the data stream of the timer module, 11 represents the data stream of the ADC module, 12 represents the data stream of the Lwip protocol stack [7] , and 13 represents the data stream of the PTPv2 protocol stack [8] . As it can be seen fro m Fig. 1 , the terminal is designed to use the modular design concept [9] , and in order to enhance the reusability of code, each module is subdivided into hardware-independent logical layer and hardware-related physical layer, so if the hardware is replaced, it is only needed to modify the code of physical layer, greatly enhancing the maintainability of the system. The embedded real-time operating system uCOS-III is used in the terminal [10, 11] 2) Specifying the fault node and the backup node (the master node → the controlled node) 
3) Switching setting group number
The packet is a broadcast message, and will be retransmitted three times by the master node. IV. KEY PROCESSES Fig. 2 is an overall flow of distribution network firewall protection terminal. The details are described as follows.
(1) The device registers to the master node after power up by sending heartbeat packets which contains the node ID, the current switch status, the direction of the current power, the voltage status, the switch status, and the voltage change of status. The master node replies the corresponding node type which is set up in the configuration file.
(2) After receiving a reply fro m the master node, the node successfully registers. After the power is on, the master node starts a registration delay timer, and the timeout signal is considered to be all the normal communication nodes which have been registered, and then the main control node sends a setting group number to each node. The way to switch the setting group number is broadcast a message which includes the node ID and a setting group number three times.
(3) After registration delay expires, the heartbeat flow is regarded as the identity of normal commun ication. If the communication is not normal, a stand-alone protection process should be performed. After co mmunication is restored, the master node sends relevant messages to those which need to change the setting group number. After the heartbeat timeout, the master node does not receive heartbeat packets, and a conclusion should be drawn that node communication is not normal, then the implementation of the relevant processes.
(4) After the protection of the failure node is started, fault packets should be sent to the master node by unicasting three ways. Especially, each packet contains faulty power direction. Co mmunications lockout timer starts counting. All packets need to add a sequence number, however, the sequence number of retransmitted packets does not increase.
(5) The master node collects fault information of all nodes, after the maximu m commun ication delay, the distribution network topology would be analyzed to identify the action node and the backup node. After the failure analysis is complete, the master node broadcast the command message to all the nodes three times, and the message contains the action node ID and the backup node ID.
(6) After co mmunicating lockout time exp ires, nodes which received tripping instructions trip, and which received backup node instructions play protection blocking delay, and within the protection lockout time, protection is not exported. After the protection lockout expires, if the fault is not removed, the backup node performs protective actions. Other nodes that don't receive packets trip locking (7) The information of the change of the switch, the power direction or the voltage status in non-master nodes is reported by the heartbeat message.
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B. Topology analysis 1) Definition
To be confirmed area: The list of trunk nodes in the current traversal process, which can not be determined the subordinate relationship, is called to be confirmed area. The area includes two kinds of trunk nodes. One is the abnormal co mmunication node, another is normal communication node which the switch state is off and the power is zero.
The node before to be confirmed area: The parent node of the starting node in to be confirmed area.
2) Algorithm description
In this algorithm, topology analysis [12] and setting group number analysis performed at the same time, and while the analysis process of setting group number, if found abnormal co mmunication node, then immediately switching state inference.
Setting group number of the branch node only can be affected by the switching state of the trunk node, therefore just analyze the decisive factor. According to communication state of the trunk node, the following two cases are concluded.
All trunk nodes with normal communication
In this case, starting from the root node of two topology trees, and using BFS algorithm to iterate them, until meeting the node which the switching state is open. The setting group number of the branch node which has been iterated is consistent with owned tree ID, otherwise the setting group number is uncertain.
There is a trunk node with abnormal communication
In this case, two trees are at the root of the tree topology, according to the breadth-first traversal of the tree topology, setting group number traverse to the branch node belongs tree ID consistent, if you encounter communication error node, divided to be confirmed district, then to be confirmed in accordance with the following rules inference abnormal node communication area switching state:
 If the state of the node after to be confirmed area is on, start from the node to analyze level by level, and if the node or any node of its sibling subtrees has power, a conclusion can be drawn, that the state of nodes that between the node and the starting node of to be confirmed area is off. There is no need to operate the node before to be confirmed area.  If the state of the node after to be confirmed area is off, and the power direction of the node before to be confirmed area is nonzero, additionally, the node after to be confirmed area hold the same power direction with the node before to be confirmed area, then a conclusion can be drawn, that the state of nodes of to be confirmed area is off.
C. Fault location analysis 1) Definition
The end node of the topology tree: Use BFS [13] algorithm to traverse the topology tree to the last trunk node. The node has a feature that its switch status is on or its communication status is abnormal.
2) Algorithm description
The algorithm traverses the two topology trees, and then if the switch status of their end nodes is not fully on, then traversing the branch sub-trees between end nodes of the two topology trees. When using BFS to traverse trees, the first step is to find a faulty node, and then locate the failed node in the child node of the node, and so on, until the fault status of all child nodes are not failed, or no child nodes. The last failed node is a tripping node, and other failed nodes found earlier are backup nodes. All firewalls are equipped with a breaker. As is shown in Fig. 3 , where A, H, E are firewall terminals, and A, H are at the substation export, but E is located at a section switch. When I and J have a transient fault or permanent fault, the following analyzes the actions of a network firewall protection terminal.
VI. CASE ST UDY

A. Point I have a transient fault
(1) During normal operation, disconnect switches are off. A-E are powered by substation 1. E-H are supplied by substation 2.
(2) After I fails, A-C mon itor fault currents, and if they are greater than the setting values, C trips for protection, however, A and B maintain their status. After C recloses firstly, transient fault disappears, then C keeps closing state. Normal power supplies.
(3) D and E protection do not act, and just keep closing state.
B. Point I have a permanent fault
(2) After I fails, A-C mon itor fault currents, and if they are greater than the setting values, C trips for protection, however, A and B maintain their status. After the C recloses firstly, the fault still maintains, so C starts running post-acceleration tripping without reclosing.
(3) During the process of C recloses and runs postacceleration tripping, D and E detect residual voltage whose duration is less than the limit time of Y.
(4) D is a non-disconnect switch, and once residual voltage is detected, it closes.
(5) E is a disconnect switch, if one side los es power for a certain time, E closes the auto-control switch. (7) The fault is isolated, and the system power is restored.
C. Point J have a transient fault
(2) After J fails, A-D detects fault currents, and if they are greater than the setting values, D trips for protection, however, A and C maintain their status. After D recloses, transient fault disappears, then D keeps closing state. Normal power supplies.
(3) E protection does not act, and just keeps closing state.
D. Point J have a permanent fault
(2) After J fails, A-D detect fault currents, and if they are greater than the setting values, D trips for protection, however, A and C maintain their status. After the D recloses firstly, the fault still maintains, so D starts running post-acceleration tripping without reclosing.
(3) E is a disconnect switch, if one side los es power for a certain time, E closes auto-control switch on the fault line, and runs post-acceleration tripping, as well as lockout reclosing.
(4) The fault is isolated, and the system power is restored.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Using a modular idea, distribution network firewall protection terminal is designed in this paper. For a specific processor chip, only hardware-level code needs to be changed, which greatly simp lifies the software maintenance process, and enhances the reusability of code. The distribution network fault simu lation shows the working process of the firewall terminal and the terminal has been successfully used in somewhere for d istribution network protection. Until now, it shows stable operation and superior performance, demonstrating the effectiveness of the firewall terminal and meeting the design objectives.
